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Introduction

Technology has had many positive impacts on modern healthcare, including the use of

electronic records, improved patient care, and improved communication (Joseph, 2020).

Particularly, improved quality of patient care is a big factor that healthcare organizations

consider. In order to improve the quality of healthcare for patients, it is important to focus on

improving the criteria behind principles, such as staff support or improved patient care, upon

which solutions in healthcare should be built (Thimbleby, 2013).

One key criterion of staff support that needs to be addressed is moral distress, a

phenomenon when nurses cannot carry out what they believe to be ethically appropriate actions

because of institutional constraints (Summers, 1985). Today, critical care nurses report moral

distress using a time-consuming paper-based process. While they wait for a consultation to be

scheduled, moral distress can cause a healthcare provider to burn out and provide lower-quality

patient care. To address the lack of in-the-moment resources for healthcare professionals dealing

with moral distress, I propose an artificial intelligence (AI) based assistant that can provide an

initial consultation to identify causes of moral distress, barriers to taking action, and strategies to

improve the situation at hand (Epstein et al., 2021).

An organization is empowered to increase the quality of patient care through the

influence and role of the technologies around it. As technologies grow, they gain momentum to

influence the organizations that the technologies were once influenced by. To further investigate

how a technological system can gain momentum to influence an organization, I will apply the

STS framework of Technological Momentum to investigate the technological system around the

Therac-25 and how it came to gain momentum to shape the very group of people that first

influenced it, leading to 6 incidents of significant radiation overdose, resulting in death from
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1985 to 1987 (Leveson & Turner, 1993).

Attending to both the technical and social aspects of increasing the quality of patient care

provides a more comprehensive, and thus more effective, approach to addressing the quality of

patient care because one can determine if the technological system’s influence empowers the

organization to increase the quality of patient care. Therefore, because the goal of increasing the

quality of patient care is sociotechnical in nature, it requires attending to both technical and

social dimensions. In what follows, I elaborate on two related research proposals: first, a

technical project that describes an AI-based assistant that provides an initial consultation for

moral distress, and second, an STS project that examines the momentum gained by the

technological system around the Therac-25 that led to 6 deaths. As I work on developing the

proposed AI-based assistant, I will apply insights from the study of Therac-25's failure to

develop a technological system that better accounts for its role and influence on society, so that

my design can empower an organization to increase the quality of patient care.

Technical Project Proposal

There are two parts to moral distress - one is the initial distress that occurs in the moment,

and the other is the reactive distress that remains after the situation has passed (Epstein &

Hamric, 2009). Studies have shown that the initial distress is where action can, and should, be

taken (Epstein & Hamric, 2009). The initial distress can be emotionally overwhelming and

nurses lack effective in-the-moment resources while a consultation is scheduled, outside of

resources consisting of articles on how to manage moral distress. These articles fall short

because they do not provide any concrete guidance on strategies to follow.

Other AI-based chat assistants are marketed as the final step in the process of
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accomplishing a certain goal. These chat assistants often use a Large Language Model (LLM), a

deep learning algorithm that performs language processing tasks. These solutions are inadequate

because LLMs all have some randomness when performing tasks, meaning there is no way to

control or guarantee any output. My solution is practical because it will be used as a tool in the

consultation process, not as the final step. Both consultation and healthcare workers will know

how to proofread and improve upon the output from my assistant. This allows both the

consultation process to speed up and provides concrete guidance on strategies to follow at the

moment. This also means that healthcare professionals know not to rely on the assistant fully, but

to use the outputs as a foundation to build and improve on, avoiding ethical dilemmas that may

arise in the future.

The main engineering method that will be used to develop and refine my design will be

prompt engineering. Specifically, the use and combination of prompt patterns, implementing

system and ground rules, few-shot prompting, and chain of thought prompting. Prompt patterns

are known to prompt solutions to a common problem (White et al., 2023). By utilizing prompt

patterns to address broken-down problems of moral distress, and combining the prompt patterns

together, we can effectively and efficiently address fundamental pieces of the overall problem.

My design will use the GPT-4 API, the set of rules for software to communicate and share data

with OpenAI’s LLM, GPT. This API allows system role instructions to be given to the LLM,

separate from any user input (Suárez, 2023). Setting up a system and ground rules define how the

assistant will behave, what rules it should follow, and what to and not to do (White et al., 2023).

Few-shot prompting will give the assistant examples of input, output, and optionally intermediate

steps so that when prompted with the input prefix, the LLM will use pattern recognition from the

examples given to fill the rest of the template (Wei et al., 2022). An example is given in the
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figure below.

Figure 1 - Few-Shot Prompting Example

Lastly, chain of thought prompting is getting an LLM to explain the reasoning behind an

output because if the reasoning is correct, then it is more likely that the right answer will follow

the correct reasoning (White, n.d.). An example is shown in the figures below. By collecting data

and analyzing the process in which consultation services address moral distress from research

papers, mock data sourced from real data, and interviews with professors and graduate students

directly involved in the Moral Distress Consultation Collaborative the UVA healthcare system is

part of, I can use the methods mentioned above to develop my design to emulate this process as

accurately as possible. That way, stakeholders can see the value in my design in comparison to

the current systems in place. Since this technical project is a part of a current Institutional

Review Board (IRB) approved research project due to human participants, I will also

demonstrate the viability of this project by following IRB guidelines.
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Figure 2 - Chain of Thought Prompt

Figure 3 - Chain of Thought Output
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STS Project Proposal

External beam radiation therapy aims high-energy beams into one’s body using a

machine called a linear accelerator. The Therac-25 was a double-pass linear accelerator released

in 1983 by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), with its double-pass design allowing for

a more powerful accelerator taking up less space at a lower cost (Huff, 2003). It largely relied on

software for both computer and safety control (Huff, 2003). The Therac-25’s role in the

healthcare industry was to deliver precise, high-energy fractionated doses over several treatment

sessions utilizing software instead of manually operated hardware (Connell & Hellman, 2009).

However, due to a software bug where a system’s behavior is dependent on the sequence of

uncontrollable events, the radiation therapy machine gave patients doses more than a hundred

times greater than what they should have received (Leveson & Turner, 1993). This has led many

writers to conclude that it appears the radiation therapy machine was designed to control the

hardware and safety of delivering x-rays with software, appealing to the software bug, lack of

communication between AECL, hospitals, and the government, and the overconfidence of

software engineers in both the safety analysis and response to the overdose incidents as the social

factors in this case.

However, x-rays were first discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen, and radiation

machines were designed by the medical community for physicians to diagnose and primarily

cure skin cancers with single large exposures because of the low penetration of tissues from the

low energy x-rays (Gianfaldoni et al, 2017). Other writers’ perspectives do not take into account

the social factors of the socio-technical system evolving to influence the practices, values, and

power dynamics of the healthcare industry that created it. If we continue to think that radiation

therapy machines always played a role of having software control all hardware and safety
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controls, then we will not understand how its role and influence evolved over time, and failures

similar to the Therac-25 may happen again regardless of the social factors at the time of the

potential failure.

I argue that although radiation therapy machines were designed to diagnose and cure skin

cancers by emitting low-energy X-rays in the late 19th century, over time they gained momentum

due to the innovations of higher-energy X-rays, better precision, and computer systems. In turn,

the system gained increased complexity, scale, bureaucracy, and skills and knowledge to

maintain, shaping the healthcare industry by changing the practices and power relations the

industry had with the machines. Technological Momentum, developed by Thomas P. Hughes,

says that as technology (socio-technical system) gains momentum, the influence of society over

technology decreases, while technology's influence over society increases (Bijker et al., 2012).

Early in the life of a technology, society has more power to shape the technology’s design,

purpose, meaning, and role, setting society as cause and technology as effect. After technology

has gained momentum, technology has more power to influence society’s practices, values,

power relations, etc, setting technology as the cause and society as the effect. Applying these

concepts, I will analyze evidence from reports from someone involved in the case as an expert

witness, lawsuits, depositions, and government records, providing information about how

radiation therapy machines shaped the healthcare industry by changing the practices and power

relations the industry had with the machines.

Conclusion

The technical design that improves on existing designs and their value to stakeholders

will be a GPT-4-based initial moral distress consultation assistant that draws on one petabyte
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worth of data to come up with the best outputs to address emotionally overwhelming experience

by healthcare workers and create a moral distress consult summary that can be used by nurses for

reference or by consultants to speed up the consultation process already in places in hospitals

everywhere. The STS research will aim to determine why the Therac-25 overdosed 6 people

despite its state-of-the-art technology utilizing Technological Momentum to determine how, as

the technology evolved, its increased role and influence over society shaped the practices and

power dynamics society had with itself, leading to the Therac-25 incident. By applying the

insights of technology evolving, and influencing an organization, I will be able to design my

technical project to influence the healthcare industry in a positive way so workers can rely more

on an institution's staff support, allowing for the workers to be in a better state of mind to provide

better quality healthcare to patients. The technical project contributes to addressing the challenge

of improving the quality of patient care by providing an effective in-the-moment option to

healthcare workers so that they can continue providing the best quality patient care possible. The

STS project also addresses the challenge by identifying how society’s social factors are shaped as

technology gains momentum, allowing society to be conscious of, and therefore act on, how

technology is shaping its practices, values, and power relations.
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